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In Our 94th Year

Sources Report _
Cease-Fire Set
For This Friday
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Growers Disappointed
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Opening Day Dark-Fired
Average Exceeds Record

tobacco companies- were
Although the opening day their leaf, due to the increased present at the sales on. the three
production
of
average of dark-fired tobacco costs
Murray floors Buyers were
exceeded the previous record,
He added that the Mayfield also present from Clarksville,
.4111
local growers were generally market was suspended Monday Springfield. Tenn., Louisville.,
sAl(IoN AP) cease-fire est draft proposal, said condisappointed with the prices on morning, and the news tended and visitors from the Eastern
will be declared by the United cessions had been made by
I
the first day's sale. Monday, to weaken the local sale. He said Association were also here.
.,;....
States and South Vietnam on both sides on essential issues
_.--according to Holmes Ellis, that the sales were high early
the
peace
treaty.
the eve of President Nixon's in- blocking
Type 23 tobacco, one of the
general manager of the Western Monday morning, but fell off main cash crops for farmers in
I II
These reports came after
auguration Saturday to pave
Dark-Fired Tobacco Growers after the news of the Mayfield Calloway County, is used for
the way toward_ signing of a Gen. Alexander M. Haig Jr.
Association.
suspension
peace agreement to end the In- conferred for 21 2 hours with
cigars, snuft and smoking
An average price of $61.15
dochina war, South Vietnamese Thieu on the draft proposal
Buyers representing the tobacco. The tobacco allotment
was recorded on the three
worked out by Henry A. Kissinsources said tonight.
for Calloway County fanners
Murray floors, according to
Nixon was said to have ad- ger and Hanoi's Le Duc The in
was 2,981.56 acres, but only
.local tobacco market reporter
vised President Nguyen Van Pans.
1,698.49 acres were planted in
201,948
David Hill. Sales totaled
Ottis Valentine, owner of Valentine Printing Company, has announced his retirement after nearly
Thieu that an international
the county during 1972, acThe sources said that some
pounds for $123,498.38.
agreement has been reached to "ambiguous points" of the 47 years in the printing business. Joe Pat Winchester, owner of Winchester Printing, has purchased
cording to Lowell Palmer,
The 1972 opening day average
preclude further hostilities by peace agreement will remain to the Valentine Company. The move will be effective March 1.
county executive director of the
was $58.23 per hundredweight,
1Staff Photo by David Hifi)
Agricultural Stabilization and
North Vietnam, and to have be settled following the ceasebut 386,860 pounds of tobacco
Conservation Service
told Thieu to "trust in me."
fire and before the pact can be
was sold. The total money
The sales in January., 1971,
At the Florida White House, signed. They added it was
received also exceeded this
reached an average of $52.40
administration spokesmen had hoped this could be accom762.94
year's mark, with $168,
per hundredweight.
no comment on the report. plished before the end of
The Advisory CoMmittee for' Sales will continue through
being paid last year
"There will be a great number January.
Ellis could give no reason for the Distributive Education Thursday this week on the three
of these reports. We are not goThe informants went on to
the disappointment of the Program at the Murray Murray floors, Planters,
ing to have comment. We are
growers. He said the growers Vocational School met this Growers, and Farris Doran's
(Continued on Page Fight(
not going to discuss the subThe top salary at that time to Union City, Tennessee, as had expected a higher price for morning at 7 30 at the school.
OttLs L. Valentine, owner of
Loose Leaf Floor was destroyed
foreman of the daily newspaper
ject," Deputy press secretary
The purpose of the Advisory by fire last week.
Valentine Printing Company was $12.5(1 a week, Valentine
he went to
1943,
In
there.
Neal Ball said.
recalls.
and
with
Committee is to meet
and Joe Pat Winchester, owner
The unilateral cease-fire
(Continued on Peke Eightl
Mr. Valentine attended , Detroit, Michigan as a governwork with the DE instructors to
of Winchester Printing Service,
the
set
to
a firm which
for
would be designed
ment
inspector
and
School
High
Murray
the
expand
and
improve
today announced that Winmade parts for the Army and
stage for an exchange of prisprogram.
chester had purchased the Murray State University where
oners and for the signing by the
. Navy large guns
The "Sweetheart" contest is
Valentine Printing Company he played "bass horn" in the
United
the
foreign ministers of
first Brass Band and Orchestra' After the war, he returned to
set for February' 1 at the
effective March 1, 1973.
States, North Vietnam, South
Club
Woman's
Murray
Valentine has been in the for Murray State. This group the Ledger and Times and
The Calvary Echoes and clubhouse to seiect the local,
Vietnam and the Viet Cons of
Student
Curtis,
Dave
printing business probably had a reunion during the 50th remained until 1948 when he
the
present
will
at
drafted
the peace settlement
Melody Notes
who wit compete in Organization President_ At
contestant
longer than any other person in anniversary of Murray State started his own job printing
Program for
Paris, the informants said.
firm. the Valentine Printing Gospel Sing-Out
the Regional contest in April. Murray State, will -speak at the
Buel E. Stalls, Sr., a member Calloway County, starting his recently.
There was no clear unHe married the former Gela Company. He has operated this the Men's Fellowship of the The winner will be selected on United Campus Ministry
City Council since career in June 1926 under the
Murray
the
of
Church
Christian
derstanding of whether Hanoi
the couple company for the past twenty- First
of attiactiveness, Wednesday at lt 30 p.m.
September of 1971, when he Late Mr. and Mrs. O.J. Jennings Mae Pate in 1930 and
on Wed- the basis
Christ
of
Disciples
i
and the Viet Cons had agreed
0.P
''Buddy"
two
sons.
has
location.
Curtis, a political science and
four years in the same
poise and grace,
charm,
dress,
a "printer's devil."
as
who
Lindsey
Alfred
replaced
evening, January 17,
to the allied cease-fire. Howcriminology major from La
"Many people have helped nesday
business
and
personality
When the late Rainey T. Wells Valentine and J. Alan Vaier
the council, has
from
resigned
following the meal at six p.m in
ever. the sources, who have
Newcomb told Center, has been the first voting
filed to run for Mayor of the combined the two Murray ttne. They have two grand- me along-the way," Valentine Winslow Cafeteria
Training conduct Robert
had access to discussions by
Kay
a.d
Susan
daughters,
Hortin
L.J.
Dr.
says. He listed
the local DE student member of the
that
group
the
newspapers, the Galloway
of
Murray.
City
Room according to Gene
Thieu and other top-level South
state winner in University Board of Retenta.
a
had
and H. Glenn Doran and the late
chapter
has been Times and the Murray Ledger Molly Lynn. ,
who
Stalls,
Vietnamese leaders of the latThey are members of di* W.P. Williams and the late Landoll, program chairman.
Mary t.ee Brownfield who
Murray in 1938, Valentine continued
with
astioeiated
The luncheons are held each
Glenn Card, president, will
and Poplar Church of George Hart.
Seventh
•
•competed favorably in the Wednesday at the United
Machine & Tool for the past 12 with Joe. T. Lovett who became
preside.
was
Valentine
Mr.
where
Christ
contest.
Mr. and Mrs. Valentine now
years and owned the business publisher of the Ledger and
Campus Ministry, 202 N. 15th Leon Smith, vice-president, national
named a Deacon in 1935, ser- live at 1517 Kirkwood Drive
Tourism in the area was also Street, and are open to all
for the past 7 years, is chairman Times
the
of
the
on
coming
will
report
ving in that capacity since that here tilk Murray Mr. Valentine
discussed with the local members of the university,
of the council's police comtime. He was active in Boy says he plans to farm some on Billy Graham movie, "A Time Vocational School being able to
mittee, vice-chairman of the
community, and the public.
and have tickets
Scout work for twenty five an eighty acre tract he owns to Run,"
supply some type of school for Admission is only 75 cents For
water and sewer committee and
brief
report
a
Also
available.
years and was the fifth person west of Murray as well as put in
come into information or reservations call
a member of the finance
be given on the next Phase those people who
in Calloway County to receive a large garden on the north side will
The 753-3531
tourists.
with
contact
direct
committee.
of Key '73.
the Silver Beaver Award i 1961) of the city.
importance of tourism was
Stalls said that the reason he
atto
is
invited
public
The
Murray
from
students
Four
NEW ORLEANS (AP)—It the highest award that a
Valentine says that he has tend; however, those who plan discussed and vanous points
wants to be Mutray's Mayor is
High School won positions in the
was a dog's day in court, but for volunteer in Scouting may win. enjoyed his years in the printing to be there for the meal at six were made by those present as Couples Dessert Bridge
control
the
return
-actually
to
1973 Kentucky All-State Band
In the early 1940's Valentine business and leaves it with
of city business to the City Russa Rittenberg it didn't last
should made their to how local people could
p.m
which performed at the Kenleft the Ledger and Times and some regret -People have been
and council com- long.
Council
no later than become more cognizant of this Planned At Oaks Club
reservations
ConEducator's
tucky Music
Russa, a Borzoi, was sum- purchased the old Blue Bird
mittees."
with Gene "industry" and how each
night
Tuesday
(Continued on Page Fightl
vention held in Owensboro last
The monthly Couples Dessert
person could be an -amStalls and his wife, Mildred, moned for jury duty Monday. Cafe. He later soldout and went
Landoll or Glenn Card.
weekend.
After waiting with owner Barry
bassador" of good will for the Bridge will be held at the Oaks
in
Street
Fifth
at
North
live
407
They were Sarah Sams,
Country Club on Friday.
community as a whole.
Murray with two of their sons, Rittenberg for almost an hour,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Busse sat in the jury box for 10
was suggested that the January 19, at 7 30 p.m
It
Another
Mike.
and
Jr.,
Buel,
Sams; Ellen Quertermaus.
Reservations should be made
Murray Chamber of Commerce
son, Fred Paul, who works minutes and then was rejected.
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. John
by Thursday, January 18, with
"She could probably do better
in
lives
here,
father
his
with
Quertermous; Jimmy Pasco,
Mrs. Bruce Thomas 753-9442
(Continued on Page Eight
his wife, who is a than most people," Rittenberg
son of Mr. and Mrs. John 0. Fulton with
hour long children's
An
ingot
good
-She's
said.
County,
Pasco; and Scott Willis, son of teacher in Obion
movie, "Snow White," will be
stincts."
Tennessee.
Congressman Frank A. head the new industry. Harvey
Mr. and Mrs. A.L. Willis.
Some time ago, an inter- Stubblefield, announced this said this morning that he would shown at both Story Hours at
is
Dianne,
daughter,
A
The students performed
viewer for the city directory morning that a loan to the release further details on the the Calloway County Public
under the baton of Leonard married to Lt. Samuel A.
Wednesday,
on
asked Rittenberg if anyone else General Development ('or- business at some future date. Library
Falcone of Michigan State Jessen, an air craft mainJanuary 17.
said
RusHe
in
house.
his
lived
the
new
for
Air
Nellis
at
Financing
officer
approved
teriance
poration of Kentucky,
University. Falcone teas
"This is a beloved Grimm
sa lived with him. Occupation? by the Small Business Ad- business, Stubblefield said,
director of bands at Michigan Force Base, Nevada. The
tale brought to life with
fairy
guard.
Security
ministration, would create an consists of $375,000 from a local Mr. McGoo playing all seven of
State for forty years from 1927 couple lives in Las Vegas.
city
latest
760
the
of
page
So
the
guaranSBA
bank
with
Delbert
sons,
in
foster
Two
jobs
additional thirty
to 1967 and is one of the World's
dwarfs," a library
listed Russa Bitten- Murray.
teeing 90 per cent of the bank's the
foremodt baritone horn players Newsome, who operates Del's directory
said. The film is in
spokesman
Jury
guard.
a
as
security
Stubblefield indicated in a share; the Business Develop- color by Walt.Disney.
and instructors, according to Gulf, and Ray Newsome, a city -berg
are com- telegram to the Ledger & Tunes ment Corporation of Kentucky
Murray Band Directors, Joe mail carrier, also live in lists in Orleans Parish
- All preschool children are
piled from such sources as the
Calloway County.
-it was five
Sills and James Light.
that a new establishment, Es putting up $300,000 and invited to attend the story hour
How healthy are Calloway better in 1970 than
and
telephone
city
directory
group
Stalls was born in Calloway
which will manufacture silicon General Development corAccompanying the
age County residents7 How do they years earlier, according to the
school
and
a.m.
ten
at
carbide, will be located on poration $75,000 with $10,000
from Murray to Owensboro County near Old Brandon's book.
three compare, in that regard, with government's latest figures.
Russa was allowed to sit in North Fourth Street, in Murray. from private sources making a children at the hour at
were Directors Sills and Light Mill. He retired from he active
They show that the average
Wednesday.
people in other parts of the
on
both
p.m.,
bebriefly
if
box
only
the
jury
who also attended the other reserve in the Air Force on
William E. Harvey is slated to total financing of $760,000.
number of disability days in the
has
progress
What
country?
August 17, 1971, with the rank of cause, as Earl Duplantier,
convention activities.
been made, if any, in recent area in 1970 was 15.9 per person.
chairman of the Orleans Parish
Sills was elected president of Lt. Colonel.
of which 7.2 were bed days. In
years?
•
"When
said,
Jury
Commission
the Kentucky Chapter of Phi
1965 local people had an
these
to
answers
Some
we found out we had made a
Bandmasters
Mu
Beta
average of 16.9 disability days,
from
gleaned
be
may
questions
mistake and subpoenaed a dog,
fraternity. Other officers
the reports of the National including 6.7 bed days.
we decided to make the most of
elected were Chuck Campbell,
By way of comparisob, the
for Health Statistics, the
Center
it."
Winchester, vice-president;
national average in 1970 was
Public
U.S.
the
of
arm
analytic
Paul Davis, Meade County,
14.6 days of restricted activity.
Health Service.
secretary -treasurer; Roger
The Almo Parent-Teacher RegistratioWItill Open
ti 1 of them in bed.
of
weekly
samplings
Through
Reichmuth, Murray State Club held its regular monthly
Improvement was noted in
families across the land, it
University, and Bob Wills,
meeting on Monday, January For UCM Bible Course
watch on the this regard in all sections of the
keeps
constant
the
of
members
DaviessCounty,
15, at two p.m in the school
Registration is still open for
physical condition of the country( except the northeastern
board of the directors.
lunchroom. The meeting had any students who wish to enroll
states.
population
been postponed the week before in the non-credit Bible course on
Also, it appears from the
health
general
the
gauges
It
due to the snow.
the .41-ife and Teachings of
figur_es women are more likely
of a community try the extent to to be incapacitated than 'men.
Mrs. Joe Walker gave the Christ, being taught at the
which its people are able to Therhave 15.8 days of disability
devotion followed bi prayer by United Campus Ministry on
pursue their normal daily, acBilly Dale Outland, principal. Monday evenings this semester.
per year as against 13.2, for
tivities without interruptions •men.
Presiding at the meeting was
member
staff
a
Fred
Morton,
Fair and not so cold tonight, Mrs. Howard Bucy, president.
necessitated by illness or inat the United Campus Ministry
The loss in Calloway County.
low in the upper 30s. Partly
jury. Mrs. Larry Woodall, secretary, is the instructor for the study
based upon the disability rate
cloudy and warmer Wednesday,
read the minutes and Mrs. which will meet Monday
This is measured by what is reported for its sectional area,
4
high in the upper 60s. Thursday
treasurer, evenings from 7 until 9 in the
Kenneth Starks,
a . "disability days in- 15.9 days per person, adds up to
called
increas4ig cloudiness and congave her report.
dex," which takes account of a total of 458,000 days for the
conference room of the United
If
•
tinued mild.
A talent show was planned for Campus Ministry, 202 N. 15th
number of days of year.
the
restricted activity, when a
Medical
Kentucky Extended Forecast February 17, with a chili and Street.
The American
Cloudy and unseasonably hamburger supper to be served
person is unable to go to work or Association, commenting on
For information on the course
tr
4
-411001
77
,mild Thursday. Partly cloudy before the show.
to school, and those in which he these health statistics in its
1111114121111iL
call Mr. Morton at 753-3531.
Agency
Insurance
Calloway
Principal Outland outlined a
County
and 'not quite so warm Friday
Murraykept in bed or in a howital. publication "Update,"..notes
is
the
of
secretary
$100 CHECK—Don Henn,
and Saturday. Highs in the low basketbatl program for the
called bed days.
that the healthiest people in the
the Calloway County Fire-Rescue 1:nit, with a
of
chief
assistant
Johnson,
Jim
presents
Association,
FREE KITTENS
60s Thursday, lowering to the fifth, sixth, and seventh grades.
fire-fighting operations in
on
carrying
In
emtoday are those who
country
Unit
area
the
assist
to
regional
Association,
the
In
the
Siamese kittens, about eight check for 6100 from
Wilson InHolton-Melugin,
The room count for having the
low 50s Friday and Saturday
Insurance,
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on
live
on
Murray
farms
are
County,
Association
Cafloway
bracing
Calloway County. Members of the
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DE Advisory
Group Meets
This Morning

Ottis Valentine, In Printing
Trade 47 Years, Sells Firm

Buel Stalls
Announces
For Mayor

Murrayans
Named To
All-State

Gospel Sing-Out
Planned At Meet
Men's Fellowship

Curtis Is Speaker
For UCM Luncheon

Dog Juror Doesn't
Last Long In Court

Stu bblefield Announces
Loa n For New Firm Here

'Snow White' Is
Story Hour Movie

Health Of Calloway
Residents Compared
With Rest Of Nation

Parents & Teachers
Of Almo Hold Meet

The Weather
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Better LawEnforcement

-Ten Years Ago Today_

Auto Deaths
Note Aid Of
I nspections

According To Boyle

Signs Of Getting
Along In Birthdays

FRANKFORT, Ky.-The
recent deaths of two youths in
Shelby County both apparent
victims of carbon monoxide
poisoning, has prompted one
state highway safety official to
describe the incident as "tragic
and needless."
The bodies were discovered in
a car parked on the Harrington
Mill Road near Shelbyville.

TUESDAY-JANUARY 16, 1973

The efforts of-the Murray Police Department
during the year -1972 should be noted ,by—every__,
citizen.
The number of citations issued by the department
was 1529 last year.which compares favorably with
the /214 citations issued in 1971. This means that a
tightening up of law enforcement took place in 1972
which in turn, means that our city was a safer place
in which to live last year.
We fully realize that many of the laws broken were
not broken intentionally by local people. But the fact
remains that they were broken and citations issued.
The busy person who speeds on the city streets
because he is late for an appointment or for any
other good reason is just as guilty as if he intended
to break the law, since an accident caused by excessive speed is-just as serious, regardless of the
intent.
The city Police Department only had 70 days of
sick leave taken last year while the year before this
amounted to 133 days. Overtime dropped from 485
hours in 1971 to 841-2 hours last year.
We congratulate the City Police on their record of
last year and hope that with the addition of more
officers to the Department, that law enforcement
will even be better in 1973.

TUESDAY-JANUARY 16, 1973
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Female Pilot Graduates From
School To Go Tollavy -Career

-tor-of
-Jelin J. baby, dirac
Kentucky's Motor Vehicle
Div ISIOn said
Inspection
,'Kentuckians need no more
concrete proof of the important
contrution which a properly run
motor vehicle inspection
program can make to the safety
of the motorist."
Under Kentucky's mandatory
program, the
inspection
exhaust system is one point
which must satisfactorily pass
the annual safety inspection.
Luby said that the car in
which the youths died was
registered in Michigan and thus
not subject to Kentucky's inspection law. Contrary to the
law enforced in Kentucky,
Michigan has only an "atrandom" inspection check
program.
According to a state police
report, a check of the vehicle
revealed that it had no muffler,
and the tail pipe was broken off
at the axle which. Luby said,
probably permitted exhaust
fumes to seep directly Into the
car through the floor.

By HAL 130YLE
NEW YORK (AP) - You
may not be a relic yet.
Your heirs may not be able
to masket you as an authentic
antique.
But, on the other hand,
you're not getting any younger
if
You have more than one knot
in your shoestring because you
can't bear to throw anything
away. • -7-There's no doubt youfeel
wore at home when visiting a
museum than when you're in a
modern art-gallery.
A confused small child is
more likely to call you grandpa
or grandma than dad or mom.
You know exactly what you'd
like to have on your tombstone,
but you also are unwilling to
fork up the money for an inscription that long.
You make more deposits than
withdrawals in your savings account.
It's possible for you to survive a Christmas and still have
some money left over.
When you go to a vacation resort, you spend more time silting in a frcat porch rocking
chair than you do on the golf
course or tennis court.
You eat only half as much as
you did 10 years ago You also

The car was owned by a
Franklin ('ounty auto dealer
and had been loaned to one of
the two youths while his own car
was in the garage for repairs.

--

take about half as many showers, because you rarely do anything to get up a 'sweat any-more.
It's easier for you to think up
half a dozen reasons not to go
to a party than think UP one
reason to go to it.
You're never in so much of a
hurry anymore that you can't
take time to say, "Thank you,"
when someone is unexpectedly
awe. You also get a big mistyeyed and feel like Crying When
someone goes out of his way to
do you a favor.
Yott-feel patriotic when they
play the Star-Spangled Banoer.
Your mind doesn't stray; you
listen to the words as you sing
or hum them, and you think
about what they mean. And it
makes you angry if the tune
isn't played exactly the was
you like to hear it.
You like to have people ask
you what your opinion is during
a discussion, but that doesn't
happen very often
You know that somebody else
must be getting your share of
-sex now, but, as far.as-youare
concerned, - well, he is welcome to it,
Yep,. time's brat child, old
you may not be -- but getting
younger you aren't.
'11MIEIWM•

SENSING
THE NEWS

By Anthony Harrigan
IBILKUTIVE vice ettSIDINT

Southern States Industrial Council

_
- NECESSARY MEASURES
.
LEDGES a TIPsfra FUX
•
The heavy air attacks against Hanoi and the port of Haiphong
advantage to
were
another
necessary in view of North Vietnam's preparations to
That's
She
admitted
readily
rims
said.
HILL
By KRLST1E
'
launch a massive ground attack before a cease-fire and to conA fire of undertermined origin completely
the pay would be better in the the Navy. They give you a
Associated Press Writer
to manage othtinue well after one was declared. Beyond that, however, the
destroyed the home of Mr. and Mrs. Madison
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - commercial flying business. chance to learn
attacks against the communist heartland are what the United
er
people."
af-even'
flying
of
kind
yesterday
"Rut
that
Three
job
their
first
girls
get
Many
Whitlow of Murray Route
faalso
she's
States should have conducted seven years ago. Had the air war
field
a
it
That's
turn
I
wouldn't
though
experience taking care of ether
ternoon.
Merirns is not
been focused on sensitive North Vietnamese targets in 1965, the
people's babies_ But one of the down- tends to become mun- nuliar with. Miss
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Tuesday, January 16
A skating party will be held
by the Memorial Baptist Church
From seven to nine p.m. The bus
will leave the chiweh at 6:15 for
those needing transportation.
Cost is $1.50 for adults and $1.00
for those under 12.
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Mary Angela Burkeen Becames Bride Of
Gary Dean Wilkins In Church Ceremony

The Executive Brd of the
Murray Woman's Club met
Monday,January 8, at the home
of Mrs. J. Matt Sparkman for an
informal sack lunch and
business session.

Methodist
Uhlted
The
Women of Good Shepherd
Church will meet at one p.m.
Dorothy Group of the First
Baptist Church Women will
meet at the home of Mrs. James
Martin at ten a.m.

A natural childbirth
is your own decision

Mrs. Albert Tracy, local
bridge instructor, will start a
free series of bridge lessons at
United Methodist Women of the Ellis Drive Center at 1.30
the South Pleasant Grove p.m. for all men and women
Church will hold their general senior citizens and volunteers.
meeting at the church at seven " Tablegames will be froni one to
eight p.m. also.
The Music likpartment of the
Murray Wornan's_.Club
meet at the club house at 7:30
p.m. with Mesdames Sam
Knight, David Gowans, Keith
Hays, Robert E. Johnson,
James Kline, Glenn Wilcox,
Richard Hutson, and John
Taylor as hosksses

DEAR ABBY I ani pregnant for the first time and a
neighbor of mine is trying to talk me into having my baby
.tbs...-"natural" way. She said she took this course at the
"Y" in her six'h month, and le-arned some breathing exercises and muscle control, and had her baby without taking
eveh an aspirin. She said there wat some pain, but not
nearly as bad as she thought it would be Also, tier husband
took the course, too, and he stayed with her during the
labor and delivery, which made it a shared experience
I am undecided as to whether to have my baby the
natural way or not. My husband says I'm crazy to suffer
any pain at all if I can avoid it. and I'm inclined to agree
with him
On the other hand, if your husband is right there and
sees what you have to go thru, it might make him appreciate you more Please be honest My doctor says it's up to
DEBBIE
me

The Faith Doran Circle of the
First United Methodist Church
women will meet at the home of
Mrs. Bun Swann, 1323 Poplar
Street, at two p.m.

Tuesday, January 16
The Coldwater Homrnakers

Paschalls
Celebrate 63rd

Wednesday, Jaauary 17
The J.N. WilhamsiChapter of
the UDC will have its annual
Lee, Jackson, and Maury
luncheon at the Holiday Inn at
12 noon with Dr. Harvey Elder
as speaker.

The Executive Board of the
'Kirksey School PTA will meet
at the horned Mrs. Rudy Lovett
Hafford at 1.30 p.m.
Mrs,
Mr. and
Paschall of Puryear celebrated
The Lottie Moon Group of the
theu- 63rd wedding anniversary
Sunday, Jan. 7, and for the Baptist Women of the First
occasion had their grandson Jim Baptist Church will meet in the
School
Sunday
Covington of New Castle, Del. Dorcas
for the week end Jim is a junior classroom of the church at 6:30
at.Maryville College, Maryville, p.m.
Tenn.
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--women- of the Oaks Country
Their visitors included the Club at 9:15 a.m., with Virginia
following.
Jones 753-5406 as hostess. A
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Osburn of potluck luncheon will be served
Tallabossee, Fla.; Billy K. at noon with Joyce Thomas and
Osburn of -Winter Haven, Fla.; Bobbie Horning as hostesses.
Mr and Mrs. Bill Osburn of
Clearwater, Fla.; Mr. and Mrs.
The Pacers ,Homemakers
Holmes Paschall and Bob of Club will meet at the home of
Gallatin, Tenn.; Miss Velma Mrs. Farouk Umar at 9:30 a.m.
Paschall of Chattanooga, Dr.
and Mrs Wade Darby and son
The Faxon Mothers Club will
Rodney of Jefferson City,
meet at the Faxon School at 1:30
Term.:
p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank White,
Red Cross Hospital VolunDawn, Will and Laura of teers will meet in the ConArlington, Tex.; Mrs. Aggie Lee ference Room of the ConPaschall. Mr. and Mrs Frank valescent Ward of the MurrayDalton, Jan and Joe, Miss Kay Calloway County Hospital at
Ezell, Mr and Mrs Ted three p.m.
Lawson, Greg, Connie and
Thursday. January 18
Kevin and Mr and Mrs.
Women of the Moose Lodge
Shannio Ellis, all of Murray;
No. 1465 will meet at the Lodge
Mr laid Mrs. Ratliftee
at eight p m. The executive
Hall
Paschall, Mr. and Mrs. Pat
meet at 7.30 p.m.
Paschall and daughters Kay and board will
Debbie, who were home from
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
UTM for Christmas; Frank
Paschall, Martin, Tenn.; Mr Order of the Eastern Star will
and Mrs. Forrest Paschall and meet at the Masonic Hall at 730
Leslie, Mr. and Mrs. Pat p.m.
Scarbrough, Sheree, Cindy and
Graduate Recital of Patricia
Brett of Bloomingdale, Ohio,
soprano, Paducah, will
Legeay.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Paschall,
at eight p.m at the
held
be
Mendith and Holmes; also two
Bangkok, Ferrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts
students from
State
Murray
Thialand, who are college mates Center,
University.
of Leslie Paschall.

Anniversary.

LOSE WEIGHT
OR MONEY BACK
Odrinex can help you become the trim
slim person you want to be Odrinex is
a tiny tablet and easily swallowed Contains no dangerous drugs No starving
No special exercise. Get rid of excess
fat and live longer. Odrinex has been
used seccessfulty by thousands all over
the country for 14 years. Odrinex Plan
costs $3 25 and the large economy size
$5 25. You must lose ugly fat or your
money will be refunded by your druggist
No ovst4ons inked. Accept no substitutel. Sold with this guatantee by.

Central StsooPino Center

By Abigail Van Buren

Circle I of the First United
MethodSstal.3hurch woitien will
meet at the social hall of the
church at two p.m.

DEAR DEBBIE. it is up to you to decide whether you
want to grin and bear it, or take an anesthetic. !The prwS0bents of the "grin and bear it" method swear by it I t.
see it. childbirth will be a truly ''shared experience" only
wben a couple has twins—the wife giving birth to one and
her husband giving birth to the other.

Mr. aqd Mrs. Gary Dean Wrikins:

DEAR ABBY All my life I have been worried about
what other people think, but now that I've reached middle
age, I have decided not to be bothered by these bugaboos,
and I must say it's a great feeling
I recently married for the third time It all happened
very fast, but I'm sure this time I've found the right man.
Instead of sending the conventional formal marriage announcements, we had our marriage license photographed
and printed, and we sent copies to our friends to let them
know we are married We certainly enjoyed the different
reactions
Some people thought we had sent them our original
License, and even mailed it back to us Others thought we
just wanted to prove we weren't "shacking up" ;which isn't
-a had idea nowadays—to grove it. I mean] One Mil
thought someone was trying to force ..1.1111 into ourriar
and it gave him a Amid scare. A _fetivt_thought _it was in
"poor taste,- but most of our friends said they always
suspected I was nuts, and I finally confirmed it
LOIS IN SONOMA
What do you think'

Mrs. Jack Bailey gave the
invocation and Mrs. Sparkman,
president, presided at the
meeting. Rev. Martin Mattingly
of the St. Leo's Catholic Church
was present to explain the six
phases of the evangelistic
program known as "Key '73."
Board members voted to
donate $50.00 to the March of
Dunes and to give Mrs. Bob
Billington the authority to pay
the reniaining expenses incurred by the publishing of the
most recent edition of the
Murray Woman's Club cook-Mrs Sparkman reported
the sales of 653 cookbooks that
had been placed with the Bank
of Murray and the People's
Bank prior to Christmas These
cookbooks are still readily
available to those wishing to
purchase one for a price of
$4.1:03
Mrs. Clegg Austin announced
that the Sigma Department
would once again hold the Eye
Screening Clinic in Januar,.

Mrs. Sparkman reported on
in
made
progress
the
publicizing the uses of the
"Jaws of Life" and said that
be
would
organizations
requested to' dOnate sums
toward the purchasing of the
too/ for COMMUIllty use. if
necessary, roadblocks will be
set up so that the general public
can help toward the $4,000
needed to pay for the tool.
The club president announced
that the KFWC winter board
meeting would be held in
Lexington January 29, 30, and
31. Any club woman wishing to
attend should contact her immediately.
Those attending the meeting
were Mesdames J. Matt Sparkman, Jack Bailey, Sam Knight,
Clegg Austin, Joe Prince, Arvin
Crafton. -Walter Baker, John
Nance, and Richard W. Knight.
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. A Better Way
TV SPECIAL
SUNDAY, JANUARY 14th
8:30-9:30 P.M.
WLAC-TV — CHANNEL 5
THURSDAY, JANUARY 18
6:00-7:00 P.M.
HARRISBURG, ILL - CHANNEL 3

Save money!
Save Mommy!
On Mom's Ni ht Off.

Gamma Gamma Chapter Plans Activities
For Heart Fund Drive At Bohannon Home

Janice Kay Wendt
Is Married To-Ellis Ray Paulk
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Jim
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ceremony' with the assistance of
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Methodist Church, Murray, at a floor length multi-print
two o'clock in the afternoon__ trimmed in lace and accented
bridal
The bride is the daughter d with the orchid from her
long
week
a
After
bouquet.
of
Mrs. Thelma Ripperdan
Ekron and Manferd Ripperdan honeymoon in Lexington and
DEAR 1.015: It's different
couple
of Brandenburg. The groom is Clarksburg, W. V a., the
respective
Med
to
returned
of
the son of Mrs. Dora Wilkins
DEAR ABBY' You would be doing a lot of hard of
Murfreesboro. Tenn., and the employments.
electrician
hearing people a tremendous service if you would explain
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late Howard S. Wilkins of
H. Wilson Electric
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"I Can See Clearly Now," "One January at their home on 2312
,
Clarksburg
Avenue,
Williams
hope It peseI
and
Hand, One Heart," and "The
DEAR WEARS: Here's your letter,
Wedding Song (There Is W. V a.
testes
Out of town guests for the
Love)." The organist was Miss
your chest.
Thelma
Mts.
Problems? You'll feel better If you get It oft
Betty Veatch of Clinton, former wedding included
01114. I. A..
No.
Box
ABBY:
to
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student of the bride. She Ripperdan and Miss Sharleen
reply,
personal
•
For
sed eaveiope.
selected music from "Love Ripperdan of Ekron, Manferd
Calif won Forriese stamped, self-addres
rg:
Brandenbu
of
Story" for the processional and Ripperdan
please.
Kevin I-tippet-den of Richmond.
recessional.
and
Mr.
Wilkins,
Dora
Mrs.
Dress
Bride's
Hale to write ietu.rs• Seod sl to Abby, Box MN, Los
Mrs. Thorhas Forrest, Murbride
For her wedding the
Angeles Cal. 1110411, for Abby's booklet. "How to Write
freesboro, Tenn.; Major and
wore an empire gown of midfor AB Occasions.Letters
Mrs. Harold Wilkins, Fort
night blue velvet, accented at
and
Mr.
Kansas;
h,
Leavenwort
the bodice and sleeves with
Wilkins,
Phillip
Mrs.
white pleated lace. Midnight
Bridgeport, W. Va., Mr. and
blue and pearl white velvet
Mrs. Jim Wilkins, Millersburg:
ribbons were intertwined in her
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Bohannon
hair for a headpiece. She
and family, Brewers; Misses
carried an arrangement of
Jon Stone, Dee Ann Aldridge,
white carnations centered by a
Diane House, and Betty Veatch,
The Gamma Gamma Chapter 'Coffee Day' In Calloway
white orchid and gathered with
Clinton; Miss Marcia Perry and of Beta Sigma Phi held its County
on
restaurants
white ribbons. Her only acBob Ruoff, Paducah; Mrs. regular meeting on January 11 February 1; collect on Heart
cessory was a midnight blue Eulane Burkeen Mrs. Martha
communities
neck choker, gift of Mrs. Harold Davis, and Miss Phyllis Dowdy, in the lovely home of Mrs. Sunday in outlying
Johnny Bohannon with Mrs. Ed of Callaway County on
Swift, friend of the bride.
Cadiz.
Thomas, president, presiding. February 25; and they will also
The nuptial couple served as
The guest were welcomed and collect at a Murray State
the
during
own
attendants
their
Friday, January 19
all members repeated the basketball game later in the
marriage ceremony They
month, Miss Farris said.
_
opening ritual.
Coffee for Girl Scout requested their mothers to
Following the closing ritual,
Volunteer Fund Drive workers serve as witnesses for the
Mrs. Kenny Thomas, social Mrs.
McCuiston
Terry
will be held at the Community marriage certificate.
chairman, reported that the presented a deligtitful program
and
Room, Federal Swings
Kevin Ripperdan of Richannual Valentine Banquet will on "Music and Dances," in
Loan Company, 7th and Main mond, brother of the bride,
be held on February 3 at a local which the story of 'Hello Dolly'
Streets, at 8.30 a.m.
served as usher.
restaurant in honor of the 1973 was told in music. A quiz on
For her daughter's wedding,
Mr and Mrs. Howard Wendt Valentine Queen, Miss Rita famous dances was then held
Saturday. January 20
Mrs. Ripperdan chase to wear a of Murray Route Seven, for- Farris.
Pre-game chuck wagon will
for the members.
powder blue suit with pink and merly of Milford, Mich., anWays and Means Chairman,
be held at the A. Carman Ag
brown accessories. She wore a nounce the marriage of their Mrs. Larry Cain, reported that
The highlight of the evening
pavilion, College Farm Road, corsage of white baby mums.
daughter, Janice Kay, to Ellis the chapter's 'Visiting Santa' was a beautiful bridal shower
with the serving line from five
the
of
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mother
Wilkins,
Mrs.
Ray Paulk, son of Mrs.
was a tremendous success for held for Rita Farris, at which
to seven p.m. The event As
groom, was attired in a dark Paulk of Opp, Alabama. \
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sponsored by the Women's blue ensemble with black acThe double ring cerembriy
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Society of Murray State cessories. Her outfit was
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by
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University. Mrs. Eugene complimented by a pearl
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December
of
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Sigma Phi Bridal tray and
Schanbacher and Mrs. Durwood necklace and a corsage of white
Saturday, December 23, at six trip to Western State Hospital in garter.
Beatty are social co-chairmen.
o'clock in the evening at the Hopkinsville where a Christmas
baby mutts.
The gift table was decorated
_ _ Reception
Sinking Spring Baptist Church. party was given for a ladies' in white and silver with wedding
Miss Nancy Wendt was the ward there. This was the fifth
A reception for the newly
bells hanging from the ceiling
married couple was held in the bride's maid of honor and only consecutive year that the over the table. The refreshment
this
trip
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made
home of Mrs. Dora Wilkins, attendant. Mickey Taylor, chapter
table held a bridal couple as the
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Mayfield Highway, Murray.
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two
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Mrs. Thomas Forrest,
cake and punch bowl at either
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helping throughout the year end of the table.
Forrest planned the decorations Ken-Bar Resort Hotel.
The bride is a graduate of and other suggestions were
for the reception. The reception
Member; raresent were
area reflected a Christmas Oakland Community College discussed.
Mesdames: Willard Ans. Jerry
Larry
theme with a small Christmas and is presently employed as
February, be ing Heart Bolls, Johana, Bohannon.
tree bearing red satin balls in director of surgery at St. Joseph Month, means special service to Cain, Jerry Conley, Charles
one corner. The white marble Mercy Hospital, Pontiac. Mich. the community as members of Jenkins, James Lichtenegger,
The groom is a graduate of
John Paul
fireplace was trimmed With
Gamma Chapter Terry McCuiston
University of Alabama and the Gamma
Andy
Nix,
Jimmy
greenery arranged around
Nesbitt,
acwill assist in - Heart Fund
candles positioned in gold is also employed at St. Joseph tivities, under the direction of .Rogers, Jack Rose, Larry
Mercy Hospital as a systems
Ed Thomas,
candlesticks.
Mrs. Willard Alls, Murray- Stubblefield,
The table was covered with a analyst
-Me..and Wit;fseittk are mew .callaxax.-Cotint.y...11tar1...PYld
whitelace citO and &IMMO tvy
Mrh.- Alk
at 452 Parka-....ak_
residing
The
.
'and Fte4rly IterndorrChriiiimam centerpiece
'with
sorority sisters will
Mich.
tiered wedding cake -was rnmilharn,
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Monday through Friday
9 a.m. .to 6 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. to,12 Noon
New Staff Member: Dr. Tom Geerdet
PrIone /53-296'2- —

•

Murray Woman's Club Executive Board
Votes To Donate To March Of Dimes Drive

Club 'will meet with Mrs.
Delbert Newsome at 12:30 p.m.

Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
seven p.m. New officers will be
installed.

;

•
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SPECIAL FAMILY PRICES
MONDAY, TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY
DISCOUNT PRICES AFTER 4 P. M.—
Take Mom out of the kitchen (she deserves it!)
and bring the whole family to Burger Chef.
15'
Hamburger
Cheeseburger 19'
Big Shef
39'
Super Shef
49'

For a double treat,
try one with ale]
alma

BURGER
CHEF
__cIffer Good at
Murray & Mayfield
ZURGER
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Tough For Shula To Endure

Morehead Clips Murray
82-75 On Eagles' Floor

contest. But the Racer
moved to a 33-32 in the
a
with
State, taking ad- and Morehead
combined
how
Morehead
know
to
fouls
me
wanted
He
three
President Nixon. The Presifouls, edge with just over
State
much
too
Murray
of
were
saw him trying to pass. Then I "Garo's never going to throw
vantage
stall
felt—that
I
Bs BRUCE Lown-r
how'
Morehead
understood
remaining in the half.
he dent, who had rooted for the he
then slipped past the Racers last minutes
Associated Press Sports Writer saw the ball go up in the air the ball again. In fact,
Murray to overcome.
last year against Dal- he had experienced losing,
the lead changed for
Dolphins
my
times
with
Four
catch
plays
runusually
start
and
Conit
Valley
catch
—
AP)
and Bass
in an Ohio
other
the
night
1,OS ANGELES
d
Racers lost three men via
experience
The
had
a
took
camp. las, had switched allegiance
Morehead. hands before Morehead
at
game
conroute, Barrett and
"He
"GorFalmighty, I'm not sure I ning. Then I thought about a lot son, David, in training
ference
foul
said.
Shula
the
side,this time and come up with an43-40 lead into the dressing
liii going to stop that, too."
eould have walked aWay at of things, not one of them very
wining Taylor on the
me and told me he The 82-75 loss leaves Murray'
Coleman
gratulated
ion.
pulling
intermiss
been
He'd
loser.
at
While Allen and his Redskins other
1-1 slate in the room
nice.
all
bench. 6-8 Morehead center Ron
re- knew how important the victory with an even
Murray rallied in the opening Nicholson and ace scorer.
were preparing to take their for the Redskins. "1 didn't
Golden
The
while
Someone had asked Miami
for
conference
and
team
the
for
both
said was,
minutes of the final period and
"I'll tell you one thing," the, long flight back to Washington, mind him of that," Shute
Coach Don Shula how he would
Eagles stand at 2-1.
Leonard Coulter fouled out in
me personally."
with a smile.
the count at 48 apiece. Two
with
tied
grin,
a
phone
with
added
the
coach
from
on
away
was
walking
Shula
have felt,
the final minute for Morehead.
The writing appeared on the
straight buckets by Darnell
Super Bowl VII, if his 1)olphins
the
left
Taylor, who hit 16 points -in
Taylor
wall when Les
Adell, following lead passes
into
—hadn't beaten the Washington
game with his fifth personal at from Taylor, snapped the tie the first half before getting
20
with
Redskins
Murray'
led
hall.
final
trouble,
foul
the
of
mark
the 2:10
and lifted Murray to a 52-43
18
He had to walk away from
added
21
Coleman
Mike
for
points.
played
Taylor, who'
lead.
_ _Jam other Super Bowls as the
points while Starks had 15.
minutes with four personal
Morehead came back with
I
think
don't
"I
losing coach
had
and
Lyons paced Morehead with-21
points
20
in
fired
fouls,
four consecutive points to take
could have stood for banquet
eight big assists before he was the score at 52 apiece. The last while Dotson and Coulter each
_enicees to introduce me by saywhistled for his fifth infraction. Murray lead came at the 15:48 had 15.
ing, .Here's that three-time losMurray, one of the top
A capacity of crowd of over mark when Marcelous Satrks
er ••
g teams in the nation,
reboundin
last
said
"We
—
the
(AP)
MIAMI
Marray
oppogive
SEC
to
5,000 turned out and watched as tut on a laym
key in Kentucky's defensive ef- the four toughest,
He doesn't have to worry
By BOB COOPER
of the boards as
battle
the
won
charnthe
bring
would
we
nents tn a row- -all away from year
the Racers took the upper hand upper hand at 54-52.
about that anymore. All he's Associated Press Sports Writer fort.
Racers bulled off 44
Dolthe
Miami
Miami,"
to
forpionship
junior
by
buckets
home.
Murray
Two
three
half.
lost
have
first
early in the
The Wildcats
got to worry about is living up
LEXINGTON, Ky. AP rebounds while Morehead had
In February, six of their phins' Coach Don Shute told a snapped a 12-12 tie and lead by ward Eugene Lyons put
to the title, "Most Perfect With the toughest knot of his of their four games away from
of
crowd
36 Starks had 13 while freshwelcoming
at
at
ttueultuous
eight games will be played
as much as seven points in the Morehead in front for good
Coach."
first season as Kentucky's bas- the friendly confines of MemoMiami
man Jesse Williams had nine
the
at
fans
5,000
sonic
occasions.
home.
face
56-54.
now
seperate
and
half on four
'This is a totally unfamiliar ketball coach coming right up, rical Coliseum
Coleman eight.
and
Monday_
al
Airpart
internation
three
game
the
Murray tied
But three straight personals
experience," he said jokingly Joe B. HallhasmadehispointThe Racers will return home
last
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the
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the
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in
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against
more
technical
confera
press
plus
his
thei
began
as he
Defense Is what makes
Shula, holding the glittering Racers turned the momentum being at 72 apiece with S. left Saturday night to host East
ence Tuesday, the taste of the Wildcats go.
Tennessee at the Fieldhouse
Bowl trophy, said of the
Super
14-7 victory over the Redskins
"We went to the zone in the
chanting and happy
eheering,
43 39--sweet
still
010111141141) STAT.
first half and just stood around
'
46
MURRAY 11W4
throng: "They're the most wonThen suddenly, he turned on both ends of the floor," Hall
derful fans in the world. I think
MORIHIAD STAYS
serious, almost bitter, as he said, after Kentucky watched a
tipso-a Itoya
Plasor
174) says it all—world cham4 r
11-14 57
(741Ause Lyons
thought of Carroll Rosenblum, 10-point lead vanish to zero.,
6-14 34 1. :
Loonard Coulter
pionship"
3-2
with
line
in
.
1.3 04
the former owner of the: RaiffRon Nicholson
After halftime, the Wildcats By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS Miss were next
i
34 3
The fans—mainly youngsters,
Howard Wallet+
con5 •
more ('olts who now owns the went man-to-man - perhaps the
4-12 3-3
Dotson
Kentucky reached another marks, while every' other
footDolphin
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2
0
sonic
1-3 101
Nast Hudson
Los Angeles Rams.
I
fiercest in Kentucky history-- Southeastern Conference bas- ference team has at least three ball jersey's and waving "We're
III 6-0
Butstoa Abell
1
SC
1.1
win
Lowell Aabbs
"It's especially nice to
and blew Georgia out of the ketball milestone Monday league defeats.
1449 14.31 44 II
Teats
ocked with
Georgia, one of the preseason No. 1" banners—r
the Super Bowl in the backyard gym within minutes
PRESS overtime until a layup by Eddie
night—victory No, 400 in reguED
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By
baltapped
Shula
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141.4 tern-a CO 'a
play
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title contenders, took its confer- laughter
of the guy who said I couldn't
The final score was 89-68, and lar season conference play
4
Kentucky Wesleyan soared to Childress with .36 to
2-6 04
Garo
Jesse Willutina
ding . placekicker
win the big game . his say- that's misleading.
1 14 0.1
1415a Coleman
The Wildcats blitzed Georgia ence defeat after battling Ken- Yepremian on the head for its sixth straight win, defeating clinched the game for Austin
1 I;
II
t
Starts
liareolows
,
trig that I freeze up in the big
Peay.
2-3 0-0
Early in the second half Ken- with a 34-7 spurt in the first 11 tucky to a 32-32 standoff in the
Stow Sarrott
muffing a pass on a busted Shaw 119-95, Austin Peay edged
712 *10 4
Los Tesler
ones is just another in a three- tucky outscored Georgia 32-7 minutes of the second half and first half .
Meanwhile, Morehead polishand
3 14
14
68-87
014
Kentucky
Adell
Eastern
Darnel
re04 0.0 0 t
id field goal attempt which
Mark Houma
"We did it to ourselves," said
year series of brutal attacks on and it was only a host of substi- went on to crush the Bulldogs
Murray ed off Murray 82-75 in OVC it.,.
0-0
0-0
Brown
sulted in Washington's only Morehead slammed
"We
.
Rosemond
0-0 0-0
Ken
Coach
a
me and my family "
and
Janon
C
T
teams
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play.
both
27-time
from
the
tutes
89-68, lifting
11-17 44 78
33
the Dolphins' 14-7 State 82-75 in Ohio Valley ConT0101*
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in
poured
But having to put up with stack of fouls and free throws charnoion's all-time league lacked direction and leadership. touchdown in
Lyons
Eugene
ference play, Berea dumped
Sunday
victory
good
a
not
wasn't
just
those kinds of comments
points for the winners, inthat saved the final margin
record to 400 victories and 76 Lexington is
'I'll never try it again," said scrappy Centre 78-73, Kentucky
as bad as not having the victoeluding 12 in the second period,
Hall, replacing the legendary defeats. It also extended Ken- place to lack leadership."
n
Ky.
Georgetow
downed
State
kicking"
to
stick
-HI
Jim Andrews tallied 2'7 points • Gan.
ry to prove them wrong. Adolph Rupp, started the sea- tucky's home court winning
ville as Morehead gamed the lead
As the Dolphins stepped off 80-73. and Campbells
%awe neer o
"There was always the frustra- son contending that defense string in conference games to and Kevin Grevey 22 for Kenwith 4:45 left to play and hung
Kentucky
Northern
DC8 after nipped
tion of that final hurdle," he would make his team. It has 49
tucky while Tim Bassett led the Eastern Airlines
win.
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for
on
college
their Vs hr. flight from Los State 6816 in Kentucky'
said.
Murray traded by three
done just that, he said, lending
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G
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25
Colts
scored
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Hudson
His "unbeatab
Wendell
points at halftime but knotted
spark to an offensive threat he ally and leading the league
surged
Wesleyan
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been beaten 16-7 by the New always knew was there
with, a 3-0 record, buried points, Charles Cleveland 18 Nixon, greeted Shula.
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York Jets in Super Bowl III in
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come
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"But if we
Trinity of Texas in a nonconfeSpec.44 y 141,
many tries behind the shooting in by Lowell Ashby. put Moreon
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When asked if he had
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"The President
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Perhaps it was that later de- we're going to hex, a good sisslppt State 82-77.
Long-range shootingliy John Rebozo replied,
time, then built a 19-point cush- man added 18 and Marcellous
never wagers."
feat that brought Miami to this time in February," Hall said
Three SEC teats were idle Snow and Rodney Woods powion at the start of the second Starks added 15
sent
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who
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pinnacle, the National Football
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and
Shula
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League's first perfect team.
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"Shula's No-Names Have a lead see-sawed to a tie 79-79)
And by shutting down Larry rebounds.
Writer NBA and sign these guys Name Champs," read one at the end of regulation play.
Sports
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Brown and the rest of the RedGreHowever, it was Kevin
NEW YORK 1AP) -- The before the other league even hand-lettered sign. "Right on
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Lakers Split Pair Of
Games-On Weekend Trip
The Calloway County Lakers
split a pair of road games over
the weekend, defeating East
Carter 64-52 Friday, and falling
to Breckinridge 55-49 Saturday.
Greg Howard led the scoring
attack in both games, pumping
in 25 to lead the win Friday
night.
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early 11-7 lead at the end of the
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Lakers 10-4 during the final
stanza to take the win
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Guaranteed Mufflers at Economy Prices.
Phone 753-9999
7th & Maple St

Save Twice As Much
On General Electric
Ranges & Refrigerators_

Howard led the Countians
again with 19, while Wells added
11 and 'Thompson cashed 10
points
The Lakeas will travel to
Cuba trough', and trek to St.
Mary's in Paducah Friday
night.
SCORING
EAST CARTER GAMEDuncan 6, Howard 25, Wells 14,
Thompson 12, Shelton 7
BRECKINRIDGE-Duncan
2, Waters 2, Howard 19, Wells
11, Thompson 10, Shelton 5

Two appliances in one
Double convenience!
13.5 Cu'
Two-door Refrigerator
• Zero-degree freezer holds L4.
132 lbs.
• Two Ice 'n Easy trays under
protective package rack
• Automatic defrosting in
refrigerator section

the last frame.

• Four cabinet shelves one slide'
out

Calvert City Drops Both Middle
School Quintets In Home Finale

• Twin vegetable bins
• Removable egg bin
• Door storage in both sections
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B&B CRAFT SHOP
Now Open
for Business

At Our New Location

Phone 642-6767
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Sports
In Brief

Oven
• Removable Oven Door for Easier
Cleaning
s
• Two Lock-Stop Sliding Shelve
• Removable Storage Drawer
• Convenience Outlet
• Removable Aluminum Reflector Pans
• One-Piece Rigid COoktop and Backspid
• Raised No-Drip Cooktop Edge Catche,,
• Wide Opening Family Sized
Oven

Buy Both Range and Refrigerator

Free And Happy

Highlights-Race

For Only

$39995

Backed by one of the best Service
Departments in the business with a
complete line of parts at all times!

Murray Appliance
' icIttairr-

Phone 73-S8

TtE-sARY"73M'UK.

KENTUCKY

South Vietnamese Grandfather
Sees Purpose Of U.S. in War
hi EDITH M. LEDERER
.-issociated Press Writer
SAIGON I AP) --- A wispybearded grandfather remembers the days he began working
for the Americans — there
were only three U.S. officials in
South Vietnam.
That was 27 years ago when
the United States was busy winding up World War II and not
paying much attention to Indochina.
Now, as the United States attempts to extricate itself from
a dozen years of war in South
Vietnam. Dao Huan Ngu says
he is glad the Americans came
to fight communism, He is sad
about the tremendous loss of
lives and property He feels
frustrated that the United
States has never successfully
explained its mission to the
Vietnamese people.
-The Americans committed
one big mistake," he says, "At
the first news of American aid
arrival, we were very happy
that we might rebuild our country , help the poor and get back
on our feet.
-But the American leaders
liked to deal with the government minister or his deputy.
k

MALE CALLED Could be a boy was see, to do a man's work in Wilkes-Barre, Pa , area mobile home park Six.
year old Paul Smith, a resident stands atop 'Ale Of rocks to reach famov's mail box mobile home park was developed
by Government following June floods whiClUswept many area homes away People are finding return TO their former
locations slowed by ravages of the Susquehanna river

HE HAD INVITED TH15 cure
LITTLE BIRD MAT HE'S IN LOVE
LOTH, &IT HE NEVER 60T TO
TALK tifTli HER OECAUSE I
TALKED 'WITH HER THE
411.13LE EVENINC

50 HE 5ENT ME A SILL FOR
SIX DOLLAk5 FOR A BROKEN
NEAR'T OH, u)OOPTOCK,mf
LITTLE FRIEND Of FRiEND5

mei AMP 1 KrkEL7
ARCO() /ME WORLD
FoR A eittiLE
11.5
14ARL7 70 6E7 JOBS
TOR A (NAPS 440
A siltAe GIANT

viiA5
hlE5A10
Too AAU04 OF A
LONER AM, CAN'T
ETA141.t6,4 A LAT3f4&
RELATON5AP

DON'T ‘CIU REALIZE THAT ,(01)R
HEART 15 WORTH MUCH MUCH
MORE THAN 5IX 2OLLAR5 ?!!
FRANKFORT, Ky.--All
employers in the state must
furnish each employee a wage
arid tax statement by Jan. 31.
This reminder was issued by
Wham R. Reed,director of the
Income Tax Division of the
Kentucky Department of
Revenue,
'The wage and tax statement
must be the official form furnished by the department,
Internal Revenue Service, ( K21, or a commercially-printed
form previously approved by
the department
Simultaneously, employers
file copies of all forms with-The
Revenue Department along
with payments of tax withheld.
Employers filing monthly and
quarterly returns with the state
Will file form K-3 with the final
payment. Reed said. Form K3B is issued by employers filing
annually.
A 30-day extension for employers unable to meet the Jan.
31 deadline may be secured.
Such extensions will be granted
only if requested in writing to
the Department of Revenue.
Income Tax Division, Frankfort. No request will be considered if the postmark date is
later than Jan. 31.
Employers securing extensions must notify employees
of the extended date.
Interest at the rate of eight
per cent annually will apply to
tax payments deferred for the
length of the extension, Reed
said.
Interest at the rate of eight
percent annually will apply to
tax payments deferred for the
length of the extension, Reed
said.

They never tried to find out people were told by the Comwhat the Vietnamese people munists that the imperialist
really wanted and really Americans came here to fight
needed.
the Vietnamese people, gain
"The Vietnamese people — land and economic interests."
"Nobody explained to them"
they very generous. They said,
'Why the American people com- that, because of the Conununist
ing here to give us things free? aggressions, the Americans
The French take from us.' The were here," Ngu said. "Only a
mass of people never un- few people understand, like me.
derstood why the _Americans But, when I try to make my
people understand, they call me
wanted to conic here."
First, he said, the French ex- a sellout. They say I get money
ploited the situation, telling the from the Americans to say
people: "Oh, you see the Amer- these things."
Ngu,6, s as born in the Meicans. They just buy you. They
never try to see you or explain kong Delta, son of a village official and' teacher. At 17. he.
to you." •
Ngu said this played on the joined the revolutionary movement in China and became a
pride of the Vietnamese elite.
disciple of Ho Chi Mirth and
Then Communists exploited
other leaders.
the communication gap: "The

Parental control
of children vital
‘'ERNON E. BROWN
Copley News Service
A parent or parents should
have control over therr youngsters However, as evidenced
by the massive numbers of
young people committing
crimes in all categories it is
apparent that the youngster is
exercising kid control over
the parent.
Let's examine the role of a
parent As a father I would
hope that it is our ambition in
life to raise a fanuly As
mothers, I'm certain that a
great aniount of feeling, and
love, and frustrations were involved in the conception of her
youngster
I'm unclear as to the years
that a parent should be responsible for his kids I'm tin- Sure as to the total amount of
1—eixnmItMeirt a parent should
offer his children Needless to
• say many fine parents have
been unfortunate enough to
--raise some of the young am--malt that you arid I read
about in the headlines of the
newspapers and in the
obituary columns
So far as I'm concerned,
parents no longer control
thor_qhildren butinstead parents are misguided and misdirected to lie to their children,
and disrespect their children
too And a hen I say disrespect
let me give you a few examples When I was a youngster I never had the occasion

FRANKFORT. Ky.—First
they put the grain into the
machine, then subject it to a
sort of "mini-electrocution."
Capital punishment for
grain7 Not on its life! The corn,
soybeans, wheat and other
small grains aren't "getting the
chair," _they're getting the
"moisture meter."
By measuring the electrical
conductivity of various grain
samples,
the
Kentucky
Department of Agriculture's
new
Moisture Metering
Laboratory can determine the
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to see iny mother take a drink
of liquor before Ine, smoke a
cigarette, or give me any impression that she was disrespecting her family However
in these days youngsters witness their parents doing tar
worse things than having a
drink or smoking a cigarette
I feel a great amount of parental control has been lust because parents have abused it
They had enough nerve to
bring a child into the world
but in a number of instances
lacked moral fiber, and the
religious and moral background to raise their children.
So every so often when we
pick up the paper and see
where a youngster has killed
his parents, it's a very sad
thing But it was a sadder day
when as parents we lost respect for our children. To
those of you who have a Bible
in your homes and intelligence enough to pick it up and
read it, refer to the chapter
that deals with the troubles
we're experiencing today, the
one that deals with tales of
times when there would be
father against son, and
mother against daughter
Yes our youngsters have
gotten out of hand but you and
I have too And every time
that there's a shooting in our
community or our country the
shot should ring louder and
louder into the cavity of our
hearts.

.
Your Individual
Horoscope

Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 201
Strength of purpose, ingenuity and thorough knowledge of
your ground will be needed now.
Don't enter into new activities
without thorough investigation.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 211
Stress your enthusiasm and
eagerness to do well--both
Taurean assets— but be willing,
also, to WAIT out results, to
accept setbacks with inner
calm,
GEMINI
4
11'
May 22 to June 21) 11
Avoid present tendencies to
scatter energies and to start too
many things at one time.
Acknowledge- and make—
necessary changes in plans
previously considered perfect.
CANCER
June 2'2 to July 231
Fine planetary influences.
With initiative and enterprise,
more than usual can be
achieved. Day will definitely
respond to sturdiness and
spunk.
IF,0
I July 24 to Aug 23)
Here is a splendid day for
handling both routine matters
and extraordinary projects.
New advances are indicated in
some ventures which have
hitherto been standing still.
VIRGO
VIP(
'
P1.
;
;
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23
A fair day. You can manage
in better-than-average fashion,
yet most take precautions
neither to underestimate nor
over-evaluate new propositions.
LIBRA
A r7if
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Some opposition, but also
plenty of smooth sailing if you
are ready to pitch in and set
your sights straight for worthwhile goals Appraise values
warily
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 221 rn,
Keep all avenues open for
discussion, maneuverability
Back what you know is good,
however Handle routine tasks
on time, without anxiety,
remain at ease
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 211
Though many means for
advancement exist, there is a
possibility of throwing a wrench
in the machinery through wrong
attitude, suspicion. Beware'
CAPRICORN
itf
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20i we! All
You can have a tine day but
you may run into some competition. Don't let this dismay
you, but fight it with your good
judgment and know-how. You
CAN beat it.
A,QUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Meaningful mutual respect
will
engender 'healthier
cooperation between forces that
should be working together.
Demonstrate
mFs
YOUR good faith.

FLATTOP GUITAR;
crushed velvet living r
-like new; 10 speed Wes
bicycle; 8 track tape r
record player; go-ca
coats,capes and all we
sizes 10-14; boy's coa
18, one double knit su
like new. Phone 753-534

AVERAGE HOME s
815.00. Six month gw
monthly contract
Superior Extermina
pany. Phone 753-726)i

1244a

moisture content of a given
sample to within one-half of a
percentage point.
Located in Frankfort, the new
lab is an addition to
Agriculture's Weights and
Measures Division.
George Johnson, director of
-.Weights and Measures, says
that *hen the lab goes into
limited operation next month, it
will begin making an initial
survey of moistufe measuring
devices in use at the state's
commercial grain elevators.
Johnson said the degree of
moisture Is important because
it affects prices farmers pay for
storage of their grain, as well as
prices paid by grain pur(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
chasers.
Avoid distractions from your
Charles Prebble, supervisor true
course, but be sure what
of the new laboratory. ex- your
true course is! Accept
..plained that grain moisture change- for real
improvement.
content varies from nine to 30 Work even harder to
realize
per cent and that drier grain is your hopes; expect to
win.
considered higher quality.
YOU BORN TODAY have
When a farmer stores grain, he
been endowed with a line inmay pay to have several pertellect and are willing to put
centages points of moisture
your mental abilities to big
removed by a dryer at the
tests. Because you recognize
elevator. Also, a farmer would
receive a lower price for moist• advantages and some "way
out" suggestions as sound
grain at sale.
methods for future use, yoxi can
The laboratory will adopt U.S.
leap ahead in surprising ways
Department of Agriculture
and areas. You rarely' waste
Moisture standards initially. _time or
motion; it is normal for
late may set- its own you to have several irons in the
moisture standard.s when data fire at a time. Just don't
overtax
from the first year's work is
yourself nor think you can go on
complete'
: Prebble says he will forever without rest. A pastime
visit elevators around the state that stimulates the mind and
and take along se'v'eral
spirit is healthy for you even
carefulli)-calibrated meters to though your regular work days
ensure accuracy. At each, he are stimulating. You are
will _determine whether the logical, practical, artistic; can
conunercial meters are within cut red tape smartly. Birthdate
of: Benjamin Franklin, early
tolerance.
.
Amer. statesman, diplomat,
Establishment
of
the
laboratory complies with scientist; Pope Pius
legislation passed by the 1970
YoUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
Ceneral
Assembly.
Fr)li IV) F or • perSetnal
The
ial) page
on health wraith un.e end
laboratory will begin .limited • torec•st
marriage. tend LI 00 plus 26 cents in
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tot
operations
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NOTICE
SERVICES OFFERED

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

septic tank GOOD 1960 CHEVY 2-ton truck,
TRAILER, 10x56, 1964 model, FREE ESTIMATE on
l
Broyhil
R;
GUITA
. TFC winch and - wrecker. Has 20-ton
OP
763-7850
FLATT
electric heat, air-condition, installation. Phone
winch and 1968 327 engine.
crushed velvet living room suite, washer , carpet, underpinning,
trucking, $800.00. 1963 Dodge, 3,4 ton truck
.like new; 10 speed Western Flyer porch and step. Ph. 753-9941. J18C BULLDOZER WORK,
also bank gravel, fill dirt and with side tool bins, 6 cylinder
bicycle; 8 track tape radio and
s
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 3544138, straight drive, $450. 1950 Chevy,
lady
;
record player; go-cart
1971 HONDA SI. 175, excellent
TFC 1,, ton, dump truck. Runs good
coats, capes and all weather coat, condition. Also 2 year old saddle or 3.54-8161 after 5:00 p.m.
10size
coats,
and has a good dump. $250. 1965
boy's
10-14;
sizes
horse with saddle. Phone 753Mercury 4 drive,-sedan, good for
18, one double knit suit, size 16, 4545.
J17P
J18C
second car, $200. See or call at
like new. Phone 753-5343.
Stark's Mobile Home's. 7531971 MOBILE HOME, 12'150',
JUIC
oned.
E734.
conditi
air
and
ed
furnish
PEST CONTROL
_
753or
753-0113
Phone
.
$2600.00
IMPROVE THE
1971 NOVA, small V8, with less
J19P
17 after 5:-0011m.
AVERAGE HOME sprayed for-157,
EXTERIOR
than 6,000 miles. 91950, like new,
$15.00. Six month guarantee. No
OF YOUR HOME
equipped with. burglar alarm.
FULL size box springs
monthly contract required. CLEAN
J17C
with our
Phone 753-0856.
Superior Exterminating, Corn- and mattress. Phone 753ATED
INSUL
NEW
J16C
F150 1275.
pany. Phone 753-7266.
ALUMINUM
1970 TOYOTA Land Cruiser.
Or
on.
conditi
hardtop. Four-wheel drive, 24,000
HONDA 100 CC, good
VINYL SIDING
miles. $2350. See at Jerry Stallons
Two helmets, one new and one
5
Used Cars, 1410 Glendale Rd.,
Storm
after
handle
753-6213
Call
used.
We also
J16P
TFC
s,
Murray,Ky.
p.m.
Windows, Doors, Shutter
Gutters and New Roots
1970 OPEL Kadette station
PEKINGESE -1/4UPPY
wagon. Very good condition.
753-4639
registered, has had all shots.
J16C
$995.00. Phone 753-3518.
J19C
In Murray
$60.00. Phone 753-9363.
1970 CARRYALL Chevrolet van,
power steering, brakes, 4-wheel
FENDER TELECASTER bass
.
guitar, Kustom 200 amp. Good JOHN'S REPAIR Service drive, 350, 4-speed. May be seen
ng and
at Manms-Mathis Shop on 4th
condition. Phone 753-3820. J16C Plumbing-electrical-roofi
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or Street or phone 753-8407.
J18P
TFC
753-7625 nights.
LE
FOR
NEAR MINT condition, beautiful
FOR ALL your additions- 1958 Ford Fairlane 500 Sport.
AKC Registered Blond
or
remodeling, residential
Cocker Spaniel puppies
30,000 actual miles. New tires.
commercial. New or old. Free Phone 753-5208 after 5:00p.m.
Phone Lynn Grove...
TFC
estimates. Gall 153-6123.
7
J18P

Paris Home
Improvement

'AY OFF!

Crowded

CREOSOTED POLES and penta
treated lumber. Also styrofoarn
logs for dock flotation Murray
Lumber Company, 104 Maple
J17C
Street

Papering
Painting
Canvas
Ceiling Tile

TWO GERMAN Shepherd male
,.dogs, one 1 year old and one 2
J17G
years okl. Phone 492-8204

COMPLETE HOME
REMODELING

IF CARPETS look dull and drear,
remove spots as they appear with
Blue Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer $1.00. Big K, Belarie
J20C
Shopping Center.

FREE
ESTIMATE

SHOP- FOR rent near Midway.
J25C
Phone 753-5311.
DUPLEX APARTMENT, two
bedrooms, central heat and air,
ceramic Ade bath, washer and
dryer hook up, built in stove.
$125.00 per month plus utilities.
TFC
Plume 753-7850.

Miss Your

Paper
Please Phone
Your

Paper Carrier
First
If No Results:
Phone

NICE 12x60, three bedroom
trailer on private bat. Located on
Tom Taylor Rd. Two miles south
of town $85 00 a month Phone
753-6035dayaand 492,81142
nights
J16P

7,53-1916
Before 5:00 p.m.,
Then
After 5:30 p.m. and
Until 6:30 p.m.

TWO BEDROOM house, 104
Nora;9th Street. Key at 102 North
9th. Write Harding C. Williams,
236 Locust, Mononk, Illinois,
119C
61760.

753-7278

-14

S-16-65
Mar OM -Ms mom womrmodi
U
U.
CIM71 low Umbes

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

1 OFF ICE BETTER
.
HAS WE- SAY AT THE R)5
LATE THAN NEVER:is

NOTICE

NOTICE

FURNISHED APARTMENTS;
two bedrooms. Phone 753J16C
9957.
TWO BEDROOM furnished
trailer, air conditioned. One mile
from Murray. Garbage pick up
and water' furnished. $85.00 per
month. Phone Cadiz, 522J16C
6332.

N-0-T-I-C-E
To improve your television
reception, your Cablevision
Service will be Interrupted
between the hours: 9:00
to 11:00 a.m. for the next few

LARGE MODERN three room.
apartment, furnished. Couples
only No pets. Phone 753-7846 or
J19C
753-1409.

4

days. We appreciate your patience.

Murray Cablevision
•
•••••••••••••••

•illi•••
••••••

DUPLEX APARTMENT, unfurnished, two bedrooms. Has
stove, refrigerator and garbage
disposal. Electric heat and air
conditioned. Available February
1. Adults only Phone 753J16C
3660.
TWO EXTRA nice efficiency
apartments. Located North 20th
Street. Has stove, refrigerator,
air-conditioning, carpeting.
Rents for $90.00 a month. Roberts
Realyt, 585 Main. Phone 753Jl7N('
1651.

Montgomery Ward tFOUR
ROOM furnished apartmn
Wednesday Night
1/0i chestnut
d. No pets Couples
ment,
carpete
yMen-Sa
the
I Brent and
Sale Wednesday Only
only. Phone 753-3323, after 5:00
HELP WANTED
Shuns.
ate
immedi
for
LOT
BEAUTIFUL
10 peecedt Of all Returned
.;:---ladies FREE!
753-0961
sEIN I-DRIVERS needed. Local' building. Sharp St. nearnity park
•
Goods
12" PANSONIC TV with digital
700 p
SemiCLUB
d
N
BLUE MARLI
companys need Certifie
alarm clock. 144 piece service for
shopping center,' city school
FURNISHED APARTMENT.
Drivers, Earn $3004400 per week. hospital, university. Phone 60612 Bronzweare, with rosewood"
living room, kitchen, bathroom
,
removal
and
will
ry,
NG
necessa
PRUNI
TFC
plus
nce
12
TREE
for
Ni.
experie
handles China service
549-2494
with shower and bath One or two
Call
d
firewoo
S1,some
call
train. }'or application
serving pieces. Phone 753-7140 and selling
bedrooms. Zimmerman ApartJ16P
ay
J17C Les Rolfe, at 753-3531
636-2675, or write Coastw
after 3:30p.m.
BY OWNER; four bedrooi.
ments, South 16th Street, 753American Systems P.O. Box home, with large den, large
Fl9C
6609
'S TERMITE and Pest 11125, Indianapolis, Indiana. .private patio, large utility room,
BEI.TONE FACTORY fresh KELLY
25C.
January
, 100 South 46201.
maple cabinets, dishwasher,
hearing aid batteries for all make Control, phone 753-3914
TWO BEDROOM trailer, comday you
"Every
Street
13th
e disposal. Close to Carter
garbag
J17C
Drugs.
Wallis
aids
hearing
t
assistan
pletely furnished. Located 908
for
train
TO
E
FEMAL
delay lets bugs have their
and Middle Schools. Priced to
16th Street $75.00 per
Paint
South
Hughes
Write
r.
TFC manage
way."
sell Bank loan available to right
J18C
month. Phone 753-8669.
Store. 401 Maple St. Murray.
or
days,
Phone 753.1822
J17C person
Ky.
TEC
753-6342 nightsGENERAL HOUSE wiring.
TV Towers
/WO BEDROOM trailer, electric
Installation or rework. No job too WANTED SERVICE man for
heat, water furnished See
brick house,
OM
BEDRO
THREE
big or too small. Call Jim for mobile homes. Must be Jack of
Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer
Rotors
Phone
.
Murray
of
east
two miles
estimate, 436-2159. Februaryl6P all trades. Good pay, good hours.
Murray Drive In Theatre
22nd
Court.
the
J24P
of
week
753-8819.
Everyone who comes in the
Apply in person to Starks' Mobile
entrance
Antennas
JI6C
WILL DO baby-sitting in my Homes in Almo.
through the 27th will get
INVESTMENT PROPERTY.
- at home, days or evenings. Monday
EXTRA NICE three bedroom
house
ed
furnish
Two
ONE FREE WASH!!
through Saturday. References AVON CAN brighten your lifc - with living room, kitchen, utility
house at 1305 Overbey. Electric
ki
. J16C with extra cash you can earn as
heat, air conditioning, hardwood.
•
walls,
paneled
bath,
Wholesale Prices furnished. Phone 753-0342
room and
12 25
SED
PRES
&
NED
CLEA
utility room with washer_
an Avon Representative. It's a
8-lb.
floors,
z;
and
s
window'
electric heat, storm
tot
s. and dryer hook up. Phone 753THREE COLLEGE girls need great way to end rmtney storm doors, newly painted.
25'
J18C
jobs badly. Will do baby-sitting, worries-selling our famous Large lot 931 2'x140'. Now renting Ise PANTS
5009.
J22C
.
tulle
spare
cleaning etc. Phone 767-6123
products in your
for
Priced
50'
per month.
P
SUITS
ESC for $100.00
Call: 443.3366 Collect.
THREE BEDROOM furnished,
quick sale at $12,750.00. Including
HIGH SCHOOL girl will do baby25'
TS
SKIR
fully carpeted, central heat and
&
kitTERS
s,
SWEA
drawer
of
chest
2
beds.
Central Shopping Center sitting in your home or mine, SOMEONE:1)do housework one 4Chen
air. Reasonable. Phone 753- _ _
electric
table, with chairs,
JIIC
after school or on week ends. day a week. Call 753-4921 after 5
5074.
refrigerator.
c
electri
stove,
J17C
JIIIC p.m
Phone 753-0593.
AF
Phone 753-5865
only.
tment
appoin
by
Shown
;BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER Murray, KentuckyPig THREE BEDROOM brick
Phone John Pasco, Jr., 753ATTENTION! Interested in a job STAFF CONSULTANT EmLiving room, den-kitchen
TEM7278.
:07.WW.:0:0065 house.
1
420.:437.:03.3;..4:
ELECTRIC GUITAR, like new, as guard. Experienced and good ployment Agency, 901 Jeffersod
combination, air conditioning
good buy at $45.00. Phone 753- references. Contact Robert at Street, Paducah, Ky. Manager b
and stove, also draperies. Near
TEN, TWENTY or fifty acres of
J17C Benton, call collect. 5276422, if interested.
assist president. Accountin4 good land on Highway 94 East.
university. Phone 753-4737 after
J22NC background. Be in charge of 25
7543.
5:00p.m.
crop allotments. Phone 753_J22C
Good
J22C
employees in warehouse and id 4091.
1971-61'x12' MOBILE home, two
FOR SALE
charge of sales. $8,000.00 b
bedrooms, central heat and air
NOW AVAILABLE three room
tried
115,000.00 a year. Phone 443conditioning, 10'x15' room atfurnished apartment, utilities
We, Scarborough Plumbing and Electric
for sale 8g79.
MUSIC
d of
^
tached, and 10'x10' patio. Phone REGISTERED Pointer
furnished. Middle aged lady
to retire and ,couldn't, thanks to the deman
J16C Ira year old, white and liver
our
Benton 527-9943.
call
e
preferred. Phone 753-4687 .118C
s. Pleas
friend
and
mers
custo
irold
-Repa
G
our
TUNIN
753-7608
color. Hunts close. Call
running seed PIANO
D
HELP
WANTE
s:
encie
emerg
and
Nights
serJ17C
SEAMLESS ALUMINUM gutters after 6 p.m.
old numier: 753-5543.
Jlik; rebuilding. Prompt expert
three
cleaner. Phone 492-8742.
FURNISHED
NICE
manufactured and installed by
vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
753-014148.
3 college boys
for
m
house
bedroo
ation.i
Dyer,
W.
Install
Ben
sale.
-Atkins Gutter
*amps for
TWO YEAR old Baldwin piano
or girls Close to campus Phone
CARD OF THANKS
Murray, phone 753-8407 or 753Murray, Kentucky. Phone 753Singer sewing
WE WELCOME NEW CUSTOMERS!!
s,and
J 18er walnut
753-5865 or 753-5106.
/QC
January25C
8992.
8911.
J18C We wish to express our deep
machine. Ph. 753-5343.
appreciation to our many firends
WANT TO BUY
of
WARDROBE, $40.00. Phone 753- INSURANCE: . Homeowners, and neighbors for their acts
Pianos -Organs
J18C Farrnowners and Mobile Homes. kindness and sympathy extended
8975.
WANTED: In good condition,
our loving
See why more people buy
Low rates, broad coverage, to us at the passing of
drawers, book shelves,
r than any other
dresser
Wurlitze
brother.
Check husband, father, and
Sales Service Rental
piano
and hers three speed
his
.801 FORD tractor and plows. Excellent claim service.
and'
thank
purchase Practice piano and
J18P with us before you buy. Galloway Mac Venable. We wish to
J20C
'Phone 492,8214.
Lic prised Contractors
bicycles. Call'753-1470.
,
studios JAB Music Centel,
flowers
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e
the
for
everyon
Insurance & Realty Ageaey,
Murray. Ky 7537515
rf
time
February 7C and cards sent in our
DINE 1 rt SET with four chairs, Phone 753-5842
W MVP TO IIPVT good used'
sorrow.
.1m•Mmoomer
twin bed, old Singer sewing
range. Phone 753-3570.
electric
Archer,
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E
John
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FOR
of
Rev.
words
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The
PIANO LESSONS for
WANTED RIDE to Mayfield Also for sale good Coleman
machine and other miscellaneous
the
and
and Rev. A.M. Thomas,
in my'borne; children and adults
JAC
Working hours 800 a.m. till 4:30 Heater.
J18NC
items. Phone 753-3939.
beautiful music by the clamr Phone Cecila Dunn,753-8712. J18C'THREE BEDROOM frame p m. Phone 753.3484.
J22C
our
to
t
comfor
brought much
house, approximately 1 acre and
30" TOPPER For pickup truck.
About Our
hearts. 'The quiet dignity of the
WANTED TO RENT
size basement, on blacktop,
full
Like new. Phone 753-2720. J22P
n
staff of the Blalock-Colema
Coldwater. PERSON WHO wishes to live
of
north
mile
2
Music Lessons
Aluminum Sheets Funeral Home made all things
$11,000.00 Phone 489-2110 or 489- with an American family for the DIGITAL PROPORTIONAI. 5
KIRBY VACUUM, an upright
Professional teachers of
God bless
May
bear.
to
easier
J16NC spring semester. Will pay for channel, with servose receiver.
to
2261.
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each one of you,
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service
767-6561. J18C Phone 753-3781 between 5:00 and
each
and
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For
.
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all
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Mrs. Ernestine Venable
J22P
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751
LOT for tkaifaing
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IFUL
phone 767-6295 or 753-0359 after
BEAUT
Venable
Sharon Ind Carolyn
7115, •
boat ramps,
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course,
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near
The Ledger & Times
Mr. & Mrs. Peter Koss
Faries, as of this
170,000 acre national recreation I, Mrs. Gladys
WANT TO RENT 2 or 3 bedroom
Palmer.Jr
W.A.
&
Mrs.
Mr.
10; 4973 am nOt house with washer, and dryer
y
.
Januar
duller
washer
date
Million
teri;
and
MAYTAG AUTOMATIC
area,
4th Street
N.
Repair.
103
P1Ae40 TUNING' :and
Mr & Mrs. W.B. Venable
$1750. Jean responsible for anydebts other hook Op, in vicinity , of Murray.
Maytag electric-portable dryer.
Jerry Cain, 752-8712. Registerel Barkley Lake,Ledge.
Ky,
& Mrs. C.C. Venable
,
Mr.
Murray
new,
Like
iptoy than my( own.Signed Mrs. Gladys Piiene-75,3
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;
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Used very-,
IreFiAtTels*CrIfftstrfa'n -Pirate ,Techflicn Wilson,903.Deri
Keith
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•
J16C Feria.
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•
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•
-

Bill Houghton
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1•WisandhyDry
11
Cleaners

8
F.s
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TV Service
Center
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Perma-Press Washers -
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LOOKING FOR A

NEW
HOME?
Many folks have discovered a simple
solution to this growing family problem
by selling the used,
and buying the usable in the...

WANT
ADS
HOTLINE TO ACTION

753-1916
Ledger
& Times

DIRECT LINE TO CLASSIFIED

753-1916
FOR RENT

Another View 0

If You

BRICK DUPLEX apartment
from
building, one block
University. Electric heat, wall to
wall carpeting, panel walls, lots
of closet space and built-in
dressers. 75'x140' Each apartment has living room, bedroom,
kitchen and bath with shower.
Well insulated with rockwool in
the ceiling, storm doors and
a indows. Good investment
property for only 425,500.00.
ng two electric table top
Includi
engine.
1965 NOVA SS, red, 283
hot water heaters, 2 electric
Hooker headers, 4-speed with
2
electric
and
stoves
Hurst shifter, 456 rear end. Must
Also furnished
rators.
refrige
J22C
sell. Phone 753-7736.
with 4 beds, 2 kitchen tables with
8 chairs. Now renting for $2,400.00
per year. Shown by appointment
1965 RAMBLER American
only. Phone John Pasco, Jr., 753station wagon, excellent, conTFNC
very 7278.
automatic,
dition,
$450.00.
.
economical to operate
J18P
Phone 753.7745.
WANTED!
Real F.state Listings
all
white,
240-Z
N
DATSU
1972
WILSON REAL ESTATE
accessories. 4,000 miles. 753.753.3263
S. 4th
J22P
202
0290.

Call

Thank You, Calloway County!

Scarborough Plumbing
and Electric

CALL

25

Ph.

r
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Locomotive To Make
Last Trip Wednesday

• • THE --LE

Brooks Starks
Succumbs At
Age Of 45

& TIMES — MURRAY. KENTUCKY
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Testimony Resumes in Watergate Citizens Of MonthTUESAreD A1 CI
Calloway County High, Semester
Trial After Four Plead Guilty

Hy JEFFREY MILES
The railroad was founded in
Associated Pressleriter
19e to haul out the timber and
MOREHEAD, Ky. ( AP) — coal
An outstanding'boy and girl
WASHINGTON I APe — A de- plant electronic bugs at the
resources in the .hills.
The judge refused to declare are chose
the hand, varsity cheerleader,
The red locomotive of the tiny
n each month as
Brooks Starks, age 45; of fense attorney in the Watergate McGovern headquarters.
Three tunnels were arduously
a mistrial, reqluested by: attorand
is msniber of the Be.L.a
Morehead Si North Fork Rail- const
-Citizens cot the Month" at
af)(
On Monday, the sixth day of neys for Liddy
ructed through the moun- Benton Route One, died political espionage trial sought
Pep Clubs. She resides on1
and McCord. Calloway Count
road will make its last fourto
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nce
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day
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y
at
11:35
trial,
jury
a.m.
U.S.
Schoo
the
Dist. Court Judge They argued that
today of
at the
l. Murray
tains.
the sudden These students
Route Five with her
mile trip through the pictumust be seniors
The passenger service was Veterans AdMinistration the necessity of Republicans John J. Sirica accepted the absence of five defen
parents, Mr and Mrs. Thomas
dants who have done somet
resque mountains of Rowan
planting a spy among Demo- guilty pleas of four Miam
hing
discontinued in 1933 and the Hospital, St. Louis, Mo.
to
i men would give the jury
E. Ernstberger. Ferguson is an
the impres- make Calloway County High
County Wednesday.
cratic presidential candidates after questioning them
line was reduced to the foura active
at sion that the five had pleaded
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member of FFA and Pep
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bette
last
r
year.
place, a
length and saying at one point guilty and
school club,
length.
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that the remaining spoke
a Student Council
Kentucky, opened up a mounGerald Alch, attorney for to their unrevealing answers:
sman said.
THE M. Si N. F., known lo- Christ.
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representative, and co-captain
tainous area of the county early cally
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Miss
s
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McCor
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d
Kelly
Jr.,
•.1
in sorry. I don't believe
former
and Cliff
as the "Morehead and No
Starks is survived by his wife,'
Charges against the seven inin the century and was a magKey were chosen as "Citizens of of the baksetbap team. He
Further," was the last railroad Mrs. Elaine Starks of Benton security chief for President yeu
clude conspiracy, burglary and
net for rail buffs through the
the Month" for December. Miss resides with his parents, Mr.
in the state to use steam en- Route One; one daughter, Mrs. Nixon's re-election campaign,
illegal wiretapping.
and Mrs. Clyde Willoughby of
years.
quest
Kelly
ioned
resides with her mother,
key
•
prose
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n witgines, retiring the last one in Evonrie Young of Benton Route
Sirica set bond at $100,000 for
Murray Route Three.
However, highways also pen- 1967.
ness Thomas Gregory extenMrs.
Jack Kelly of Murray
Five; two sons, Stephan and
each of the four. Their lawyers
Miss Gale Broach and Jerry
etrated the hilly country in ree
sively about antiwar demonRoute Three. She is FBLA
The management then dis- Daniel Starks, both of Benton
said later they could not raise
Duncan were chosen as the first
cent years and the M. & N. I? la1
strati
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g
ing
the
secre
spring of
tary, typist
vered that sonie area resi- Route One, three sisters, Mrs.
it and would stay in jail while
gradually lost business.
on the annual staff, and a citizens of the month for Sepdents were accustomed to the Earl Darnall and Mrs 7,etnar
awaiting sentencing.
In its heyday, the railroad
member of the Student Council, tember. Miss Broach daughter
-Tiii
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noisy chugging of the steam en- Redden, both of Hardin Route
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for' former White House conof
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Mrs. James fl Key of Murray
ratic presidential priof Houston, Texas.
same day
Student Council representative,
Old-timers say the train,
In recent years the M di N.
mary campaign to gether in- oft ielaUng
Route Seven.
Gregory
testified
loaded with people, livestock F. depended on the Lee
Funeral services are being telligence for the Repub
Pallbearers will be Jesse
last
Named as -Citizens of the vice-president, of the band,
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Thursday that he had been reSimm
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and produce, would stop for Products works on Clark
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asked Gregory' if he
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Speec
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Interment will be in the Hazel Muskie.
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cemetery
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White House
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